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The Town of Jacobsville was founded on July 14, 1852 by Hannah Sampson Jacobs. A key distinction in 
this historical record is that Hannah actually legally filed the documentation (see attachment) for the Town 
of Jacobsville in her name.  (There is a misnomer in the community that it was named in honor of her, 
assuming some guy did it in her honor, but that is not what happened, Hannah started the Town of 
Jacobsville herself, and only her name is listed in the legal subscribed start for The Town of Jacobsville.) 
  
Hannah moved to Vanderburgh County because her husband was George W. Jacobs, and he was 
appointed the first very treasurer of Vanderburgh County on March 10, 1818.  The original bondsmen for 
George W. Jacobs as Vanderburgh County Treasurer was Hannah’s brother in-law Luke Wood and 
Robert M. Evans (the person that Evansville is named in honor of).   Hannah and two of her sisters 
moved to Vanderburgh County together from Massachusetts.  As far as I can tell, Hannah is purely of 
Plymouth Colony ancestry and has several Mayflower ancestors (see Mayflower attachment.)  In the 
Mayflower attachment, the yellow highlighted ancestors are the Mayflower settlers.  The ancestry is for 
her sister Harriet, but since Harriet is a full sister of Hannah, they share the same ancestry.  The 
attachment is from the General Society of Mayflower Descendants (GSMD), and they are extremely strict 
in determining membership to be considered a Mayflower descendant. 
  
The three husbands of Hannah and her two sisters that moved to Vanderburgh County together, 
purchased “original” land tracts from the United States Government land sale next to each other 
geographically that roughly corresponds to the boundaries of current neighborhood boundaries of 
Jacobsville neighborhood today.  So how Jacobsville expanded and grew seems to correspond closely 
with the land owned by Hannah and her sisters.  (FYI--Hannah’s sisters that also moved to Vanderburgh, 
were Mary Kazar and Rebecca Wood.) 
  
The original boundaries of The Town of Jacobsville (see attachment) was only a small portion of what 
comprises the current Jacobsville neighborhood.  The original area is just north of where Deaconess 
Hospital is today.  Interesting in that as far as I can tell, Hannah and her family were not German at all, 
but she possibly wanted to attract the wave of German immigrants coming to the Vanderburgh area in 
1852, so what was the “main” street of Jacobsville was originally called German Street (now Mary 
Street).  Hannah had a dairy farm at what is now 609 W Maryland, currently the land is owned by ECHO 
Housing.  The original house was privately torn down about a decade ago.  Then the land was sold as an 
empty lot to ECHO Housing, and ECHO built a new house that is there today. 
  
Hannah was born about 1798 in Springfield, Massachusetts.  She was married about age 18.  She had 
her first child while moving to Vanderburgh County.  Her second child was a girl and was considered the 
first white child to be born in Vanderburgh County.  Hannah had six children altogether, four children 
survived her upon her death.  Hannah was widowed about 1827.  Her husband George W. Jacobs died 
while in the office of being the Vanderburgh Treasurer.  (If her husband had not died so young, he likely 
would have been a very prominent historical figure in Evansville history.) 
  
Hannah inherited her husband’s land and also bought additional plots of land too.  Hannah and her 
sisters’ families seemed to continue to work together, laying the foundation for what is now the modern 
Jacobsville neighborhood. Hannah placed a high importance on education, in particular education for 
women.  Her two daughters were two of the original school teachers when the public school system was 
founded in Vanderburgh County, and some of her later descendants were also school teachers.  Her 
sons ran the dairy farm with Hannah.  
  
Hannah Jacobs died on May 28, 1883.  She is buried in Oak Hill Cemetery locally.  A quote from her obit 
is that being left a widow with six children, “…she assumed the responsibilities of their education and the 
preservation of her property, with all the zeal and energy, which characterized, at that early day, the wife 



of a pioneer... Her ambition and self-sacrificing industry were rewarded in keeping in her possession the 
family homestead until the hour of her death.” 
  
Also FYI--One of her grandsons was a grocer, with a grocery named Jacobs & Matthews at Third Avenue 
and Maryland (just slightly outside of current Jacobsville neighborhood boundaries, but only a few blocks 
away from the Jacobs dairy farm.  First Avenue is now the prominent street boundary and major roadway, 
but it appears that earlier, Third Avenue played a more significant role as a major street and frequent 
boundary.  
  
Some of her descendants became very prominent people of historical significance in their own rights, but 
in places out of the local area. 
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